Highlight of the Quarter

Kevin Gidusko and Emily Jane Murray developed the Discover Archaeology on the Space Coast map sorely needed for the East Central region. A total of 22 terrestrial sites met the criteria for sites open to the public with archaeology interpretation available. In addition to the terrestrial sites, the Urca de Lima (1715) and Georges Valentine (1904) Underwater Archaeological Preserves locations are noted with supporting Museums in the Sea (http://www.museumsinthesea.com/) website provided. The map demonstrates progress made to expand FPAN programs to new partners, increase visitation to heritage sites, and gaining familiarity with resources in the region. Supporting videos will be posted to YouTube of most the sites, including the House of Refuge at Gilbert’s Bar video posted this quarter (http://bit.ly/1A2etNK).

Progress on Work Plan Objectives

Educational Resources

- Developing Archaeology Works workshops to be offered in the fall
- Provided teacher training opportunity to Brevard County schools using Timucuan Technology, Project Archaeology: Investigating Shelter, and piloting the first ever use of Project Archaeology: Investigating Food and Diet in the southeast.